DESTINATION CELEBRATION!
2018 TRAVEL PLANNER
20 D R E A M Y D E S T I N AT I O N S T H AT W I L L M A K E YO U R D R E A M S CO M E T R U E

CAYMAN ISLANDS
Travel enriches our lives, broadens our scope and gives us memories to last a lifetime.
Professional travel expert Wendy Sandridge with TravelStore has a passion for custom-tailoring exceptional luxury
vacations to help you explore the world and celebrate your milestones. She has stayed at the best resorts, set sail on
the top cruises, and has had the transformative experiences she will recommend for you. In the pages ahead, Wendy
reveals some of her favorites …
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Bon Voyage!

Photo courtesy of Cayman Islands

What sets the Cayman Islands apart goes beyond its beautiful beaches and crystal-clear waters. Only here can you
watch the sunrise with the stingrays, explore the world’s most intricate coral reefs, relax in a hammock underneath
a casuarina tree and eat at a five-star restaurant—all in one day.
With sweeping beaches and tranquil cerulean seas, the Cayman Islands promise an idyllic island escape, just one
hour from Miami. The three islands—Grand Cayman, Cayman Brac and Little Cayman—are steeped in a deep
cultural history that celebrates their unique seafaring heritage. Visitors can sample culinary delicacies from the
Caribbean and beyond, dive Guardian of the Reef and other underwater treasures and discover the rare indigenous
Blue Iguanas at the Queen Elizabeth II Botanic Park. Few other sun-kissed islands in the Caribbean can offer the
diversity of experiences in one place like the Cayman Islands.
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THE OCEAN CLUB | FOUR SEASONS RESORT, BAHAMAS
One of the world’s most celebrated beach resorts is now a Four Seasons experience. This premier property combines
elevated service and laid-back Bahamian style for one of the most sought-after Caribbean resort vacations. Since
opening in 1962, The Ocean Club has welcomed the world’s most discerning guests to its 5-mile stretch of natural
white-sand beach. Connect with Bahamian beauty in an enclave of remarkable seclusion, where intimate low-rise
buildings are immersed in 35 acres of Versailles-inspired lawns and gardens. It’s like escaping into your own private
tropical estate. While there, take advantage of the Ocean Club golf course, spa, fitness facilities or pools. And you
can cap off your day with a meal at one of the resort’s delicious restaurants including Dune, with Michelin-starred
chef Jean-Georges Vongerichten. The Ocean Club measures up to all the Four Seasons name is known for.
For special perks and privileges on these exciting destinations, contact travel expert Wendy Sandridge, an
affiliated agent for award-winning TravelStore, at travelmomwendy@gmail.com
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CLASSIC VACATIONS
Looking for a once-in-a-lifetime kind of getaway? Classic Vacations delivers world-class accommodations,
exceptional privileges and unparalleled service at some of the finest hotels, all-inclusive resorts and cruises in the
world. According to senior business development manager, Ray Benevides, “We are a full-service luxury provider,
focused on complete customer satisfaction and delivering an exceptional vacation experience.” This year Classic
Vacations has relaunched its Custom Proposal tool with several key enhancements to help Travel Advisors quickly
create a list of possible destinations, hotels and excursions just for you.
As the #1 rated luxury vacation wholesaler for Travel Advisors, Classic Vacations has access to a host of unique
benefits, services and attractions. Whether it is a best-in-category hotel room, a last-minute appointment at a luxury
spa or tee times at world-class golf courses, they can help ensure your advisor has an inside track to the best of
everything.
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SILVERSEA CRUISES
CRUISES
SILVERSEA

PLAYA HOTELS

Owned and operated by one family (the Lefebvres of Rome), Silversea takes great pride in its eight ships traveling to an
incredible 800 destinations. Offering “a true Italian passion for embracing the best of life,” their smaller ships mean easier
access to intimate ports, and of course, food and wine cruises are also available. (They’re Italian after all!). A highly qualified
Expedition Team will answer all of your questions about local culture. Cindy Litzie, area sales director for the Southwestern
USA, underscores the company’s innovative spirit and spacious, ocean-view suites that include butler service. The ease,
convenience and value of its all-inclusive fare means that all you have to do is sit back and enjoy the ride.

Hyatt Hotels’ expansion into the all-inclusive market exceeds all expectations with its Playa Hotels & Resorts. In some of
the most spectacular beachfront locales in Mexico and Jamaica, you’ll find adults-only Hyatt Zilara and all-ages Hyatt Ziva.
At each resort you can expect stunning oceanfront settings, authentic cuisine and vibrant culture, all inspired by natural
beauty and perfected with luxurious amenities that are all included with your stay. A vacation at either is a destination
experience enhanced with personal pleasures—luxurious swim-up suites, innovative restaurants, world-class spas
and sparkling infinity pools. Tracey Green, business development manager, points out, “Hyatt Zilara is inspiring adults
to embrace new discoveries through activity-driven experiences while Hyatt Ziva is capturing the fun and vitality of a
vacation, encouraging families to celebrate life’s pleasures and foster lasting connections.” Guests can choose to enjoy the
world-class tennis courts with professional instructors, get moving at the 24-hour state-of-the-art fitness centers, enjoy
activities like snorkeling and attend cultural performances—or choose to do nothing at all.

For special perks and privileges on these exciting destinations, contact travel expert Wendy Sandridge, an
affiliated agent for award-winning TravelStore, at travelmomwendy@gmail.com
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CLUB MED
Club Med was the first to offer an all-inclusive destination vacation,
and they’ve been perfecting the experience ever since. According to
Graeme Laudenslager, business development manager, “Club Med is
an experience where people come back from vacation with a story.
It is all about meeting people from all over the world while taking in
some of the most beautiful destinations on earth.” Club Med has truly
“gone global” and offers over 60 properties near and far. The Club
Med Finolhu, Maldives with its amazing water villas and butler service
is a great example of an all-inclusive in one of the most expensive
destinations in the world. Vacationers may prefer to head to one of
their 20 all-inclusive ski resorts in Europe that include lessons and lifts
or Club Med Punta Cana with 30-plus all-inclusive Cirque activities like
a double trapeze. Club Med Cancun offers three beaches, coral for
snorkeling, a lagoon for water skiing and private suites with concierge
level and private pool in 27 acres.

ROYAL CARIBBEAN
For 14 years running, Royal Caribbean International has been voted
“Best Cruise Line Overall” by Travel Weekly’s Reader’s Choice Awards
as well as “Best Sales and Service” for the past nine years. If you’re
looking for on-board fun, this is the cruise line for you. For example,
it’s Liberty of the Seas offers thrill rides like the Tidal Waves water slide
at sea, along with its two counterparts—Cyclone and Typhoon. You
will also find a giant aqua park and crowd-pleasing restaurants Sabor
Modern Mexican, Giovanni’s Table and R Bar. Ocean-view staterooms
offer panoramic views for relaxing, but maybe you’re wanting more
action? Try a surf simulator, rock-climbing wall, ice skating rink or mini
golf course. According to Nancy Estrada, strategic account manager,
it’s easy to see what makes a Royal Caribbean cruise unlike any other.

AMA
WATERWAYS
AMAWATERWAYS
Known for river cruises that take you where the journey is as much a part of your travel experience as the destination,
AmaWaterways is committed to helping guests experience the culture of the destination while enjoying unrivaled onboard accommodations and activities. Discover local culture and sights on included tours, and then hop back on your
luxurious river cruise ship and sail to the next stunning city or charming town. With river cruises in Europe, Asia, and
Africa, you can choose between European wine or castle cruises, the majestic temples of Cambodia and Vietnam or even
watching hippos frolic alongside you on your cruise through the Chobe River in Africa. AmaWaterways has a cruise for
history buffs and foodies, romantics and adventurers. Their ships are top-notch and in 2017 earned Town and Country’s
Cruise Award Winners for Best Overall, Best Onboard Activities, Best On-Shore Activities and Best Food.
For special perks and privileges on these exciting destinations, contact travel expert Wendy Sandridge, an
affiliated agent for award-winning TravelStore, at travelmomwendy@gmail.com
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CANAVES OIA LUXURY RESORTS IN SANTORINI
The story of Canaves Oia begins in 1985 when the Chaidemenos family
was among the first families to introduce tourism to the fishing village
of Oia in Santorini. It was then that Yiannis and Anna Chaidemenos
transformed 17th-century caves, once used to store wine, into
designer-chic luxury hotel rooms. The birth of the Canaves Oia brand
led to the hotel’s all-white minimalistic concept, which redefined
the meaning of luxury accommodation in Santorini. Now with the
Canaves Oia Suites and the 2017 launch of the Sunday Suites right
next door with its own unique modern boutique accommodations,
balconies and panoramic sea views, guests can soak up all that makes
a luxury holiday on this Greek island a trip to remember.

EUROBOUND TOURS

ENVY YACHT CHARTERS

For over 20 years, Eurobound has been the“passport to Europe”for
Americans traveling to over 25 countries overseas. With offices in
Europe and the U.S, the Eurobound team works with each client
to provide unparalleled customer service and personalization
that is unique among tour operators. Eurobound’s mission that
“Every journey is a creation” captures their dedication to ensuring
each guest’s itinerary is individually tailored to meet his or her
wishes. Their European experts are able to offer insider access
to top attractions and hidden gems across Europe with select
finds you can’t discover on the Internet. Whether it be related
to architecture, museums, galleries or gastronomy, Eurobound’s
team will work to make your vacation a once-in-a-lifetime
experience. From wine tastings at little-known vineyards to
cooking classes with revered French chefs to private drivers
across Iberia, Eurobound is committed to helping individuals or
small groups “get the most out of every journey.”

Imagine relaxing aboard your own private yacht with a crew
that is there to provide you an experience unparalleled in luxury
and relaxation. Destinations include the Caribbean, Bahamas,
Fiji, Mediterranean, South Pacific and many other exotic ports of
call. A charter yacht vacation includes a crew that will take you to
a new breathtaking anchorage each day, prepare a sumptuous
gourmet meal and introduce you to as many water sports as
you care to indulge…scuba diving, snorkeling, kayaking, water
skiing or just taking a swim in the turquoise waters. Every yacht
is crewed with a captain and additional crew as needed. Crewed
yachts come in a variety of sizes and quality. From white gloved
service aboard the world’s exclusive mega yachts to sipping a
tropical cocktail from the deck of your crewed catamaran, the
choices are varied.

MEMORABLE COSTA RICA

TRAVEL 2

Memorable Costa Rica can help you design your entire trip to
this South American destination. Their travel packages can fit any
interests—golf trips, adventure travel, the perfect destination
wedding or honeymoon, spa packages and family vacations.
Costa Rica has become one of the world’s premier destinations
thanks to its beaches, cloud forest and jungle, volcano, hiking and
national parks, beautiful scenery and the culture and nightlife in
the capital city of San Jose.

Traveling to the other side of the world does not have to be
intimidating. The Travel 2 team makes it their mission to plan
a seamless, hassle-free trip to destinations, which include
Australia, New Zealand, Tahiti, Fiji, Cook Islands, Thailand, Bali,
Hong Kong, Vietnam and Cambodia. Travel 2 believes that
no two travelers are alike and can help plan your trip both to
see the longtime tourist favorites as well as those sites off the
beaten path. Their experts are either from the local area or
have traveled there many times, so visitors can take advantage
of their knowledge of the region. According to Andrew
Bartholomew, director of sales, “We have people in all our
destinations, and a 24-hour emergency help line, so you will
never feel stranded or alone. From planning a honeymoon to a
multi-generational trip, we have it covered.”

OJAI VALLEY

PREFERRED COSTA RICA HOTELS

ONE&ONLY PALMILLA

Preferred Costa Rica Hotels offer some of the best hotels in the
city, the rainforest, the tropical dry forest and the beaches to plan
memorable itineraries for romantic trips or for family travel. This is
a country with something for everyone, and these hotels offer the
spectacular sights and inspiring activities that capture the heart
of this vibrant country. The Tabacon Thermal Resort and Spa, Rio
Perdido, Hotel Presidente, La Nantipa and The Preserve Los Altos
each offer their own unique South American experience.

Set in lush tropical gardens where pristine desert sands meet
rolling seas, at One&Only Palmilla the world stops spinning
and time stands still.
Their contemporary, hacienda-style
accommodations are your home away from home, and
renowned chefs create some of the most delightful cuisine in the
always-popular destination of Los Cabos, Mexico. From seasonal
whale watching aboard their yacht and some of the best surf
on earth, to 27-holes on their championship golf course, desert
excursions on four wheels or horseback, memorable leaps from
12,000 feet, cookery masterclasses, arts, crafts or a day at the spa,
you can stay as busy as you’d like to. The Spa at One&Only Palmilla
has been honored by Spa & Wellness Mexicaribe’s 2017 Best Spas
of Mexico, the Caribbean and Latin America in the Luxury Spa
Division. It’s a destination where couples and families can create
extraordinary moments.

For special perks and privileges on these exciting destinations, contact travel expert Wendy Sandridge, an
affiliated agent for award-winning TravelStore, at travelmomwendy@gmail.com
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SEADREAM YACHT CLUB
“It’s Yachting, not cruising. Enjoy the difference.” That’s how Sea
Dream Yacht Club describes what makes an experience on one of
its yachts unique in ocean travel. Since 2001, twin mega-yachts
SEADREAM I & II have received numerous awards, honors and
accolades from authoritative travel publications and various
industry organizations including the prestigious Conde Nast
Traveler. The expression “yachting” is not only a statement about
size; it describes a lifestyle aboard the intimate vessels. Chic and
stylish, Seadream’s 56-stateroom yachts are favored for their
elegant informality, highly personal service from a crew of 95,
inclusive open bar and gratuities, ocean view accommodations,
luxury Thai-certified spa and world class cuisine. Whether
anchored off an un-crowded sugar sand beach in the British
Virgin Islands or docked in the historic port of Dubrovnik, Croatia,
Seadream ensures each guest’s needs and wishes are attended
to.

FAIRMONT DALLAS & AUSTIN
The Fairmont name is synonymous with luxury and its iconic
hotels in cities around the world. The Fairmont hotels in Dallas
and Austin measure up to the expectations of world-class style
and elegance you’d expect. The Fairmont Dallas is ideally located
in the heart of the downtown Dallas Arts District, surrounded
by an array of fine-dining restaurants, shopping, arts and
entertainment while the Fairmont Austin opens in early 2018
and is uniquely located amid the lush greenery of Palm Park and
Waller Creek and directly connected to the Austin Convention
Center. Both hotels offer delicious dining and bar experiences
and accommodations with all the cosmopolitan pleasures,
gracious service and authentic Texan flairs that work to make it a
one-of-a-kind experience.

LAKE AUSTIN SPA
Tucked away in the beautiful Texas Hill Country on the shores of Lake Austin, this all-inclusive 40-room luxury spa resort offers a truly
unique experience. Embrace relaxation while enjoying all-inclusive packages complete with elegant accommodations, gourmet dining,
unlimited indoor and outdoor fitness activities and discovery programs, all enhanced by their luxurious lakefront setting and awardwinning service. Whether you’re deserving of some quality pampering time, looking to reconnect with nature or desiring a guilt-free
getaway, this is the place you’ve been looking for. Throughout the year, the spa brings in acclaimed authors, celebrity chefs, inspiring
guest speakers and other experts to enhance your stay as well. Lake Austin Spa Resort can cater to your well-being and provide a
sanctuary for rest and renewal.

HOTEL CRESCENT COURT

FAIRMONT KEA LANI, MAUI

Newly renovated guest rooms, spa, lobby, Starbucks and
Crescent Club! Conveniently located in the vibrant Uptown area
of Dallas, only minutes from the downtown business district, and
with 10 dining options within the complex, Hotel Crescent Court
has undeniable charm that is quintessentially Texan.

Beautifully situated on Maui's Wailea coast, Fairmont Kea
Lani is Hawaii's only all-suite and villa luxury oceanfront
resort. Recently named Fairmont Hotels & Resorts' "Hotel
of the Year" following a $70 million renovation, the resort
offers exceptional cultural, spa and dining experiences in a truly
spectacular setting. Savor a variety of island inspired favorites in
the resort's four restaurants and four lounges. Casual, family and
fine dining options are available as well as LUANA at sunset
to celebrate the end of each day with a taste of Hawaii's modern
culture through cocktails, music and fashion in an unrivaled
setting. Guests can opt to just relax in one of the property’s three
swimming pools and the Willow Stream Spa or take advantage
of the fitness center, wellness classes or the nearby golf or tennis.

Within its quietly opulent 22,000-square-foot Dallas spa facility,
The Spa at The Crescent offers one-of-a-kind treatments and
services in 19 state-of-the-art treatment rooms and nail salon.
Luxurious product lines and knowledgeable service combine
to create Dallas’ best spa. This award-winning facility offers
members, hotel guests and locals a proven regimen for total
body health.
For special perks and privileges on these exciting destinations, contact travel expert Wendy Sandridge, an
affiliated
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Memories and Milestones:

TRAVELING WITH LOVED ONES TO MARK THAT SPECIAL EVENT IN YOUR LIFE
By Alicia Wanek

You may have heard it said, “In seeking happiness for others, you find it in yourself.” If that’s true,
then Master Travel Consultant Wendy Sandridge may be one of the happiest women around.
Wendy has the special distinction of planning people’s happiest celebrations all the time.
hether it’s a honeymoon, anniversary,
birthday or celebration of
a special event, Wendy believes that a trip is often the
best way to mark the occasion. Gifts are fantastic, but
she tells her clients, “Don’t
clutter your house with
stuff; clutter your mind with
memories.” The daughter
of a travel agent herself and
with decades of experience
in the travel and hotel industries, and an affiliate
with the internationally renowned travel leader, Travel
Store, she knows just what
makes a trip extra special.
For Elizabeth and Charles
Daigle, it was their 30th
anniversary that took them
to the glorious city of Paris,
France. This surprise trip
from Charles to his bride
was made possible by Wendy’s expertise and the amazing staff of the Four Seasons
Hotel George V. Elizabeth
describes the trip as “magical, romantic, adventurous”
and praises Wendy for arranging all the details that made it so unique. From arranging
special treats at the hotel to dinner reservations, she went above
and beyond with details that made this couple feel loved and special. “For us, traveling is not just about the destination, it means
experiencing new cultures, meeting new people and sharing joy
with all those we meet,” says Elizabeth.
In this day and age, there are certainly ways to book your own
travel online. Wendy reminds us that a trained consultant can
arrange experiences you likely wouldn’t have access to yourself,
and she can be there in an instant for her clients if they expe-
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rience any difficulties during
their trip. “What computer
will answer the phone at 8:00
p.m. and take care of your issue?” Wendy asks.
Being able to arrange special
tours and perks can definitely
enhance your travel. While on
their honeymoon, Victoria and
Chase Daigle were thrilled to
see how the private tour guides
Wendy arranged made their
trip to Thailand even more enjoyable. “Having a private tour
guide along the way while visiting several temples throughout Bangkok meant we cut all
the lines and got in and out
of crowded places in a timely fashion. We are so grateful
Wendy set up private guides in
each city with Travel East!"
You don’t have to travel half the
world away for Wendy to help
you get the VIP treatment.
Lisa Raskin recently traveled to
Amelia Island for a long weekend with her mom and three
sisters to celebrate her 50th
birthday. Lisa says, “Wendy
was very helpful! The Ritz is
a beautiful property with so
much to do. Wendy made the trip even better by arranging special amenities like credit for breakfast and even better—credit for
the Spa! We were welcomed to our upgraded suite with a chilled
bottle of champagne and chocolate covered strawberries... a great
start to the weekend!”
There are so many amazing places to see. Whether you dream of
cruising the ocean, going to historical sites, standing in the midst
of the world’s biggest cities or hiking to the top of a mountain,
perhaps your next milestone celebration is a good excuse to let
Wendy help you make that dream come true.
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“For us, traveling is not just about the destination; it means experiencing new cultures, meeting new people and sharing joy with
all those we meet,” says Elizabeth Daigle shown above left with husband Charles on their 30th wedding anniversary trip to Paris,
planned to perfection by travel specialist Wendy Sandridge, an affiliate of TravelStore. Wendy also planned the honeymoon of
Victoria and Chase Daigle, shown above right interacting with the rescue elephants at the Four Seasons Golden Tents in Thailand
and a day of relaxation in Koh Samui (bottom right). Wendy delights in the meticulous planning of milestone travel for her
clients, including weddings (bottom left) in luxurious locations like the Cayman Islands
Wendy Sandridge makes it easy to enjoy world class travel. For special perks and privileges on
these exciting destinations and many more, contact Wendy at travelmomwendy@gmail.com
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